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A

**ACKBAR** - The impending sense that the situation you are going into is a trap in which you will die: Upon entering the compound, the troops felt the presence of **ackbar**, after they noticed that the home looked like it was abandoned just moments ago. (J.Goff)

**AFRAT** - Someone who's looks intimidating but is actually weak: Bill is tall, buff and has a mean mug but everyone knows he's an **afrat**. (G.Charriez)

**AGG** - Someone who is annoying and on the verge of getting beat up and/or killed: The student was an **agg**; everyone was annoyed by him and they couldn’t wait to go home so they wouldn’t hear him anymore. (D.Nunez)

**AGRUDLE** - Someone who held a grudge for so long, they fell into a homicidal rage: My aunt Lucy was an **agrudle**; she could never forgive my mother for stealing my father from her. (K.Claudio)

**ALAMASTIC** - The feeling you get after you’ve killed your cheating husband and his mistress: Yes I did it, and I felt completely **alamastic** afterwards. (C.Bula)

**ANTICIDE** - Ancient method of torture or execution: In the 18th century a popular form of discipline was **anticide**. (S.Shayo)

**AMERI-DE-STAINS** - Americans aware of the looks and smells of the real war: The real war will never be talked about in history textbooks because there are rarely **Ameri-De-Stains**. (K.Vargas)

**ANTANS** - When a higher-ranking person punishes a lower ranking person by giving them unwanted tasks: Since Barbara arrived at work five minutes late for the second time in a row, the manager went **antans** on her. (E.Duravic)

B

**BEASE** - Characterized by an unreasonable violent outburst that allows you to light someone on fire: When she woke up in the hospital, she asked her sister what had happened. Her sister replied, “you just had a bease moment” and began sobbing because she knew her sister was going to prison. (D.Nunez)

**BELLIGNORANT** –When an entire society has become so desensitized to violence that they are beginning to lack empathy and intelligence: As more and more Americans began to watch late night news about the war in the middle east they had begun to become **bellignorant**. (T.Harris.)

**BIFT** - To randomly stab someone from a close distance and drag the knife (upward or downward) to inflict further pain: He didn’t just bift her, he proceeded to slice her throat as well. (D.Nunez)

**BLEVIN** - The murder of exactly 8 to 9 people: 9 people were murdered last night in a **blevin**. (N.Rashid)

**BLISK** - A sharp heavy object used as a weapon: Eugene and Jim were gambling when a fight broke out, Eugene picked up a black **blisk** pole and stabbed the guy on the floor with it. (E.Tutu)

**BLITCH** - The act of cutting someone’s limbs off: I had a dream; I was in the military on the battlefield while I witnessed one of the enemy’s legs get **blitched** off by Peter when he threw the bomb. (E.Tutu)

**BLOOGED** - The event in which the torturer has gotten the information extracted, and to kill the victim he or she infuses a pint of a different non compatible blood into the individual, thus, causing all arteries and veins to coagulate with blood causing the individual to have either thrombus or embolisms and die: Upon experiencing being **blooged**, a victim writhed in extreme pain until their ultimate demise. (J.Goff)

**BOACONIC** - Being catatonic due to strangulation or constriction: He was **boaconic** after the fighter released him from the chokehold. (C.Schober)

**BOWLATION** - A soldier losing control of their bowels when they are in a terrifying situation: (D.Gomez.)

**BRAIN-MILK** - The effect of long term drug abuse: Brian’s **brain-milk** caused him to stutter and have no reaction time. (K.Carlsen)
**Brava** - The feeling of being comfortable, without judgment, being yourself while with someone to whom you are so close you consider them family: Lindsay and Melissa have been friends since they were little girls. They are *brava* and now their kids are being raised the same way. (K. Perez)

**Brightsiding** - The act of committing a crime during the day: The increase in *brightsiding* in Los Angeles has police worried that tourism will suffer. (K. Carlsen)

**Bucking John** - Someone who refuses to follow orders even after extensive training or more specifically abuse: After taking repeated beatings for refusing to follow orders the GI was becoming somewhat of a *Bucking John*. (T. Harris)

**Burder** - A particularly brutal or grizzly murder: The inmate was *burdered* in his cell. He was stabbed over 20 times. (C. Schober)

**Caesenus** - Premeditated Caesar-style assassination, whereby a group of individuals band together with shared hatred and jealousy to terminate someone they believe is a threat to their goals: As the warden ushered in the state police through the placid hallways of the prison, their silence had him teetering on edge, knowing that the *caesenus*, the reason for their visit, undoubtedly finished nailing his career in its coffin with its display of his incompetence. (R. Goryachkovskiy)

**Cainivide** - Cannibalistic rituals by which people are dismembered over the course of several days: [Sample sentence not available] (L. R. Dejesus)

**Casesiting** - A group of people that gather around to cause violence upon others: [Sample sentence not available] (D. Gomez)

**Centexituming** - To destroy a person from the inside [note. typically used with reference to psychological ruination]: As he felt himself succumbing to the chaos that was his own mind, he registered only that *centexituming* himself was different to how he victimized others; in his case, he was utterly willing to become vulnerable to this torture. (R. Goryachkovskiy)

**Chacaka** - Petty nonsense designed to annoy or agitate: All of the *chacaka* coming from the new officer was beginning to drive people crazy. (C. Schober)

**ChesterCheetahed** - The act of torturing a prisoner by dippin them in a giant vat of orange Cheetos flavoring and then submerging them in a giant hole full of red ants: The prisoner was terrified of being *ChesterCheetahed* because he was allergic to red ants, so his torture would be that much worse. (J. Lynch)

**Chig** - A person who was wrongfully sent to prison and somehow made the warden fall in love with them in order to escape: I was deemed a murderer, but I was actually a *chig*. (K. Claudio.)

**Coble-Cobble** - A new inmate in prison that everyone will try to get their hands on; Similar to fresh meat: I see some *coble-cobble* in here. That *coble-cobble* is mine. (I. Chen)

**Comboll** - A target that is killed from over 100 meters: The medical examiner came to the conclusion that the death of this body was labeled as a *comboll*. (N. Rampersad)

**Danimonium** - All-encompassing agony associated with considerable loss: His grief was a roommate, separate from his physical being, sharing his self-imposed prison constructed from the four walls that enclosed his room; a metaphorical representation of the *danimonium* that rendered him unwilling and incapable of moving on. (R. Goryachkovskiy)

**Deblo** - Very strong masculine person. Mr. Tony is always wearing tight shirts so he can show off his *deblo* appearance. (E. Tutu)

**Dend** - The end is near from a distance, both killer and victim gasp from the gun: [Sample sentence not available] (A. Minaya)

**Denting Around** - The act of disagreeing with your superiors by bumping into their heads using the back of a rifle on a Navy ship: Before jumping into the ocean, Jamie was seen gracelessly *denting around* a whole table of officers while they were trying to have dinner. “ (P. Pelgrift)
Devil’s PENDRANGLE - Mysterious drinking game adopted by the military after summer 2018 but mainly played by people working in the Pentagon and the Pendragon: When Fitzgibbons went for his first interview at the Pentagon, he was asked to play Devil’s Pendrangle. It was like strip Quarters, but dragons were used to move the quarters by breathing on them. He refused to strip and did not get the job. (P. Pelgrift)

Devil’s sQUADRANGLE - Mysterious drinking game adopted by the military after summer 2018 with one main rule: a clip of Senator Sheldon Whitehouse interrogating Justice Kavanagh must play in the background: There might be quarters being used that will never be recovered. What happens within the Devil’s sQuadrangle, stays in the sQuadrangle: Downtime in the Army could be nearly as lethal as combat. Sergeants get bored and they’ll want to play Devil’s sQuadrangle with their underlings: they would demand corporals strip off in the game room, and hold one quarter in one hand, and a shot glass in the other. Corporals would also be punished if they brought cell phones. Corp. O’Reilly’s did that once and his quarter did not end up in a glass. (P. Pelgrift)

DisimuFear - Appearance of fearlessness in hopes of being imitated: In a time of panic, a soldier’s disimuFear is of importance, it can lead them to win or lose a battle. (K. Vargas)

Ditch Dangle - Punishment of extreme measures where an individual is tied around the torso by rope, anchored and is left hanging off the side of the ship: Private Thomas should have kept quiet about the food being gross. Now Ramses is making us ditch dangle him for the rest of the afternoon. What a fool. (T. Guy)

Dittitation - The act of taking over a territory by using extreme violence: [Sample sentence not available] (D. Gomez)

Drime - Initial urge to act upon feelings by committing violent acts: After I was pushed by my “best friend” and fractured my knee, drime took over my whole body. (K. Kowchao)

Duck Diving - Punishment given to an individual or group where their arms are behind their heads and they do deep squats where their face reaches the genital area. For not cleaning up the barracks correctly, Platoon 5 were forced to duck dive 100 times that night. (T. Guy)

Duffle - A fully loaded gun, which also includes ammo: Jona and Keem went to get back the phone that was stolen from Keem earlier in the day. Keem was intimidated but Jona was confident that he was going to get back the phone one way or the other. After two attempts at talking it out, Keem went and got the duffle from the car, and he and Jona set up on the roof and started shooting away. (K. Perez)

Dutchronneli - Name given to someone who refuses to publicly humiliate another in person, but will do it instantly online: Johnny didn’t want to make the joke when he saw James in person, but last night he was posting all over about it. He’s such a dutchronneli. (C. Bula)

E

Eddy - Gang of three people: The bad parts of town are run by the eddys. (N. Rashid)

Escapanamation - Using violence to escape a tough situation: Jefferey wanted to survive and make it out alive from the war, he did that by coping with escapanamation. (E. Durovic)

Exclopper - A torture method that involves the burning of only hair on a body: The serial killer “ Burning Man” was known for his method of exclopper, killed over 50 people all victims were left scarred and their hairs may never be recovered because of the number of hairs that were removed in the process. (N. Rampersad)

Exious - Method of killing without feeling emotion: When a murderer commits exious, it can be considered one of the scariest forms of murder due to the lack remorse. (S. Shayo)

F

Falsom - A type of behavior to explain why someone would use psychological acts of violence to target their victim: Ted Bundy had a falsom, killing and torturing the many victims he had. (N. Rampersad)
**FAUXPOLOGY** - Insincere apology, i.e. the person apologizes but then soon reoffends: She told her son to stop yelling while she was on the phone. Her son *fauxapologized*. After five minutes, he yelled again. (P. Villalobos)

**FEMORSINA** - Woman filled with killing intent, or who plots to kill others maliciously: The story of Agamemnon shows the *Femorsina* Clytemnstra and how she is one of the deadliest femme fatales of Greek mythology. (T. Guy)

**FINISTER** - The act of physically humiliating (slapping, punching) others because you feel better than them: Jason seemed to be *finistering* Lucia, the lady that cleans the house. She went home with bruises all over her body because Jason believes she means nothing to the world and *finistered* her in front of everyone. (I. Pichardo)

**FLIBBLINT** - A person who takes violent actions without having second thoughts: Jason ran for the lady who was calling for help but he didn’t make one *flibblint* thought to rip her throat out. (E. Falcon)

**FLINGE** - Occurs when a person flinches and cringes at the same time during the infliction of an assault: The hostage *flinged* as he stabbed the kidnapper in order to escape. (P. Villalobos)

**FORDYNAM** - Abusive violent measures to obtain power or strength: Many politicians will apply *fordynam* measures for their own benefit. (S. Shayo)

**FRANTING** - A form of punishment from the parents to their kids who try to raise their voices or disagree with their parents. The punishment consists of having the child work with the father until the son/daughter decides to ask for forgiveness and demonstrate they have learned the lesson: Carla’s father was talking to his wife about not sending their kids to the music camp this year because there is not enough money. Carla raises her voice to her father and, at the same time, she raises her hand as a way of daring her father to cancel the musical camp. Carla’s father said he would start *franting* her beginning Monday. Carla had to help her father in his job until she asked for forgiveness and understood the value of money. (I. Pichardo)

**FROOP** - The act of intentionally sneezing on someone to make them sick: I got *frooped* on earlier today and now I think I have the coronavirus. (G. Charriezz)

**FROUT** - Series of events that makes the witness a suspect: The detective analyzed the *frount* closely after recieving an anonymous tip that Joe’s wife could have played a huge role in the murder. (M. Smith)

**G**

**GRUFFLING** - Kidnapping people and selling their organs and body parts: [Sample sentence not available] (L. R. Dejesus)

**GUACOMA** - Form of hanging someone upside down and force feeding them guacamole until they choke to death: I feel bad for the guy; they put him in a *guacoma* and then he died. (C. Bula)

**H**

**HORRINCTION** - The vanished distinction between friend and enemy in traumatic events: His sense of *horrinction* kicked in when he saw pieces of body parts flying on the battlefield. (K. Vargas)

**I**

**IGNISIUM** - To exploit destruction with the intent to manifest creation: (noun) equilibrium. As the German people were still reeling in shock from their loss during WWII, Hitler *ignisiumed* the sparks of disappointment that riddled Germany and used them as the fuel to douse the country in gasoline as he brought about his devastating reign. (R. Goryachkovskiy)

**IMMORTILIUM** - The act of slaughtering animals by suffocation: [Sample sentence not available] (L. R. Dejesus)
INCASALIS - Torture technique where an incision is made on the bridge of your nose, filled with small pockets of salt, and left open as to bring bacteria and distort the sensations felt within the nose: A POW who experienced *incasalis* has reported that their sense of smell and taste have been missing ever since and that they are unable to properly attribute the sensations within their nose.  *(T.Guy)*

INDEAD - A physiological term for a killer’s emotional distress when he remembers the deaths of his victims and has perceives that both he and his victims have died inside. This feeling can be very uncomfortable for the killers; it is an hot sensation of a black ingrown hair inside their body that they want to remove with a tweezer but can’t get to it; one of the symptoms noted is the killer pinching himself. [Sample sentence not available] *(A.Minaya)*

IPPY – Stab: Josh, stop *ippying* him, he's already dead. *(J.Chen)*

IZZERATOR - A weapon that resembles a machette combined with a saw: Tom saw a commercial for the new *izzerator* and really wanted to purchase it but then the Zombie apocalypse happened, so he stole it and used the *izzerator* to survive. *(E.Falcon)*

J

JEREN - Name given to parents who put their interest above the well-being of their own child, generally leading to abuse and violence: Even though the fathers name was Dave, after years of abusing his children he had become a *Jeren*. *(T.Harris)*

JOSGROCK - To forcefully pressure someone into doing something out of their own guilt: As a result of Archer destroying the charging engine and feeling horrible, the Major *jogsocked* him into shaving his head and taking out trash for a month. *(M.Smith)*

JOHACKLE - A method people use to dismiss their feelings in front of others due to embarrassment: Sally felt the need to *johackle* when her mom yelled at her for not cleaning her room in front of all her friends. *(K.Kowchay)*

K

KENEMY - Killing an enemy at a close range by using a knife or their bare hands: [Sample sentence not available] *(D.Gomez)*

KILLTON - An attack from a gunshot or bomb that kills a ton of people: [Sample sentence not available] *(A.Minaya)*

KNEESHUGA - Torture technique where the individual kneels upon a surface covered with sugar dust, that is then set on fire and therein combusts and explodes on their kneecaps: When I saw the victim’s legs, I realized that the *kneeshuga* method was used, due to the missing skin and deep burns around the knee areas. *(T.Guy)*

KUPPER - A place where people live and sell drugs and prostitutes (trap house): I saw my friend who is supposed to be two years sober going into a *Kupper* and came out looking like he was on cloud 9. *(E.Falcon)*

L

LASINATION - The act of obligating or demanding young adults to marry to prolong the last name of the family: The Arroyos are a wealthy family in the Dominican Republic. They had businesses for as long as I have memory. However, it is hard to find an Arroyo, that last name is not so common anymore. A myth says the Arroyos ordered all young adults in the family to marry before age 21 because they wanted them to have kids ASAP or they would be removed from the inheritance. The Arroyos’ young adult family members were victims of *lasination*, and they had to get married, ready or not, to procreate new sons that will carry the Arroyo’s last name. *(L.Pichardo)*

LICECUBE - Small cardboard box, used for torture, with nothing in it except a lice-infested pillow and the victim, who would be forced to listen to blaring rap music: After the mafia found the rat, or informant, they knew they needed to teach him or her a lesson, so the *licecube* would suffice as the rat’s new home. *(J.Goff)*
M

MALIGHT - The little things or actions that may not seem harmful but can be considered mistreatment by the way they are executed: The soldiers were treated with *malight* by their commanding officers during the war, which they resented. (S.Shayo)

MANGITTERN - Pieces of human beings littered: Headless bodies, legs, arms and shoes with feet in them were *mangitterned* throughout the beach. (K.Vargas)

MANURITY - A large number of security exercises involving smearing oneself in animal feces to keep the enemy away (mostly done by rookie soldiers who do not know that, after a few days in active combat, they'll naturally get to smell like that): "The one thing I never looked forward to, while training in the Army, was the constant *manurity* games each month. They helped us become better fighters, but we could never truly get the smell out." (P.Pelgrift)

MARTYR’S SCREECH - Last words spoken before someone is wrongfully killed: Before Mark was killed, his *Martyr’s screech* was “I would never hope to walk this earth with fools as ignorant as you.” (K.Carlsen)

MASCULATION - A fighting match happening between two men to toughen them up for what’s worse to come: It’s Friday night — time for a *masculation* before we head out to North Korea. (E.Duravic)

MEEBLE - A person who gets satisfaction out of seeing someone emotionally hurt: John’s mom insulted him so much to the point where he broke down and cried while she just sat there and laughed at him; that’s when John knew his mom is a *meeble*. (K.Kowchai)

METARACTION - The use of any metal object to hit someone or something: Before Elsa was arrested, two witnesses saw her *metaract* someone in the head. (I.Pichardo)

METIESS - A person who tries to cover a violent act by hurting themselves to look innocent: Two guys got into a fight in a bar parking lot and one guy picked a glass bottle he found, broke it and stabbed the other guy. The cops showed up and noticed the other guy was not as wounded and came to the conclusion that he used *metiess* to act like he was just as hurt. (N.Rampersad)

MOFUNDULE - When you throw 12 grenades but less than half of them land where they were supposed to: I need to work on my aim, I *mofunduled* back there.” (C.Bula)

MORPHI - A technique used by murderers to clean up their traces of the crime scene. In the crime-investigation documentary, the killer used *morphi* and didn’t get caught until ten years later because he did it so well. (K.Kowchai)

N

NIGHCAPPED - When a person gets brutally attacked at night by someone wearing a sleeping bonnet, a cat-mask and parrot on their shoulder: My uncle was walking home last night when he got *nighcapped*. (K.Cloudio)

NOCOBOT - An augmented intelligence device that will replace human soldiers in war: By 2050, the military is hoping to replace the full capacity of the army with *nocobots* in order to significantly reduce the number of war fatalities. (J.Lynch)

NOTTURAL - Something unnatural posing as natural: The dried gel was crusted along his hairline. He claimed that he was not wearing a toupee. However, everyone knew it was *nottural*. (P.Villalobos)

O

OBOE - Military term meaning: to torture, specifically where one soldier hides under another soldier’s bed and starts playing the oboe as soon as he hears the soldier snore: Daniel snores so loudly that Tim has learned to play the oboe just so he could *obboe* him out of sleep. (P.Pelgrift)

OFFA: Someone accused of decapitating another person: Stay away from that *offa* if you want to keep your head. (N.Rashid)
PASSITOR - The leader of a group who commits violent acts; likes to watch instead of engaging: The mob boss doesn't like to get his hands dirty so he'd rather be a passitor to send a message. (N.Rampersad)

PENDISER - One who offers their protection to those who are troubled, but it comes with a cost: Zeus served the role as a pendiser after Agamemnon killed his own daughter, but it wasn't long before Agamemnon had to pay his debts to Zeus. (M.Smith)

PENDRAGON - Headquarters building of the United States Department of Defense where only dragons, chaperoned by firemen, can handle classified documents. That is how Edward Snowden managed to get hold of so many government's secrets without being stopped in 2013. By dressing up as a fireman: “Are you applying for that administrative job at The Pendragon?” “No, I cannot do that. I am not a dragon.” “Oh yeah, but you’re an arsonist.” (P.Pelgriff)

PLATE-SPLITTING - Form of domestic abuse in which many kitchen supplies, especially dishes, are thrown: The police report stated ‘it was a classic plate-splitting, leaving the kitchen dismembered.’ (K.Carlsen)

POPDUN - A hellhole place: Judge Matthew sentenced Dustin to 10 years in popdun for second-degree murder. (J.Chen)

POLTROONED - Disliked, young member of a platoon that others will use as a coffee table during fight breaks: “Is it really my turn to be the poltrooned one today? I have done it three times this week and there’s 36 of us down here! My back is killing me!” (P.Pelgriff)

PREKLOSOUS - Feeling intense worry over the anticipation of having to endure particularly cruel chickenshit: On Charles first night in the army, he was preklosous after hearing all of the horror stories from his grandfather who was a veteran. (J.Lynch)

PROTENT - Planning to do a violent act but instead of expressing the hatred towards the person, the perpetrator remains silent which is considered the most dangerous: Sal plotted his scheme very protently because he didn’t want Marco to be aware that something bad was going to happen. (E.Duravic)

QUALIZIME - The feeling one gets before killing someone: He was in a state of qualizime before committing the crime. (N.Rashid)

QUATERNATENECROSIS - Torture in which the individual is placed into a device in which all appendages are tourniqueted causing the appendages to die given there would be no oxygen supplied. From this, the individual would eventually die due to the spread of necrosis of the dead tissue. Thought to be one of the lengthiest of tortures, quaternatencrosis causes the recipient to perish only after the spread of sepsis, in which the individual will gain other side effects causing for additional pain and suffering. (J.Goff)

QUEMZAZAR - The chest pain you get after eating the undercooked spicy stew you made out of your parents: You were right, honey, I should’ve cooked the stew for longer; I ate it, and now I have quemzazar. (C.Bula)

RATATA - Shooter/Killer: Give me my money by Monday 5pm, or there will be a ratata at your house. (J.Chen)

REFUD - Code word to place a hit someone no matter the circumstances: When the professor turned around Natalie slid a note to Chad telling him to refud Cooper for disrespecting her earlier. (D.Nunez)

REFUVATE - When a solider refuses to use violence or kill his enemy in combat: [Sample sentence not available] (D.Gomez.)

RETRISION - Act of killing an adult who does a violent act on a minor: Clytemnestra went on a retrision because of what Agamemnon did to their daughter. (E.Durovic)

RUGGOAST - When a body is rolled up in a rug and then lit on fire: The victim was found at 2:00 AM and appears to have been ruggoasted. (K.Claudio)
S

SARDCONTIOUS - Expressive of deep hatred or disapproval with sarcasm: When asked about the bizarre damage going to war causes on the human body, the soldier’s response was sardcontious, he did not believe civilians could understand. (K.Vargas)

SEQUAMS - People who think violence can only affect a person physically: When John finally felt comfortable to tell his friends that his mom is a meeble and that he lives in a violent household, they laughed in his face and called him a wuss; John realized his friends were sequams. (K.Kowhai)

SHEEF - Any object made out of plastic that is sharpened enough to be used as a weapon: Jason’s micro-antique sheef knife was all he had to use to cute his steak but just enough to get him arrested. (M.Smith)

SHIKI - Hidden alleyway where you can harm someone without getting caught: He dumped her body in the shiki and walked away as if it were nothing. (D.Nune)

SHILLPAL - A person paid to make someone sound tough or dangerous: He had hired a shillpal to help hide the fact that he was a total coward. (C.Schoder)

SICKLES-SORROW - To be stabbed until near death but be left alive: The only thought for why the serial killer left her alive was sickles-sorrow. (K.Carlsen)

SKIZZIE - Act of torture where one is placed in a room, chained to a table, with all of their favorite foods brought into the room and placed in front of them; however, they are not allowed to eat or drink them and are starved to death while surrounded by their favorite indulgences: Hailey is so infatuated with food that just the thought of a skizzie makes her terrified to commit any crime. (J.Lynch)

SKULLSION - A hit to one side of the head that is so hard, it cracks the other side of the skull: The patient was brought into the emergency room with a skullision on the right side of their head. (K.Claudio)

SLABDRILL - A drill designed to maim and torture by being very sharp and rotating very slowly: The slabdrill broke his fingers at the digits when the torturer bored through them after he wouldn’t confess. (C.Schoder)

SUOSTOSUC - The administration of ketamine and succinylcholine as a torture device. Through the paralysis of ketamine as well as the inability to breath on your own caused by the succinylcholine, the individual would suffocate and die: As a result of suostosuc, the trader would not survive unless an individual were to administer artificial breathing techniques. (J.Goff)

SURDERER - A person who commits murder in order to survive: The female was a victim of sex trafficking. After years of abuse, she surdered her abuser and was able to escape. (P.Villalobos)

T

TARF - A place where everyone who goes there is a criminal and/or violent: Thats a tarf hangout spot. You’re just looking for trouble by going there. (G.Charriez.)

TELEMORTIS - Killing from a great distance such that the act becomes more bearable to human nature: Soldiers prefer telemortis as opposed to close contact killing because they feel more detached from their emotions. (S.Shaya)

TESTICULATION - A newer type of execution that involves removing a man’s testicles and allowing him to bleed out until eventual death: The defendant was found guilty of rape and murder; his punishment was death by Testiculation. (T.Harris)

THUMTREE - The feeling that one’s violence is a correct action: Marc felt that his sister’s self-defense was a thumtree and very necessary for the incident at hand. (M.Smith)

TONCH – To burn a soldier by a bomb or any explosive object: During World War II, Mike’s father told us he saw a man get tonched when running for his life. (E.Tutu)

TOONIE – A lost child in town: Who is this toonie? Someone come get this toonie before any danger comes to him. (J.Chen)

TRANSSAULTIC - The act of murdering someone on mass transit: [Sample sentence not available] (L.R.DeJesus)
TRUMPENCED - Having been given a deceitful, verbal news-piece coming from a superior that will make the soldier want to celebrate while he is busy in combat in the trenches. Where did Anthony hear that the war would end last night? He got trumpenced!" (P.Pelgrift)

U

UMAR - A man who is a warrior and whose presence is noted at war: [Sample sentence not available] (A.Minaya)

V

VACTORS - People who travel to different countries and are killed for their identity: [Sample sentence not available] (L.R.Dejesus)

VISTAN - To see what you are not supposed to see because it can cause irremovable pain: Robert vistaned the killing of his sister. Now he cries every night. (I.Pichardo.)

VIVUK - Attack orchestrated in such a manner that ensures the survival of at least one person, with the purpose of having them be a messenger: There was no doubt in Vincent’s mind that he was only alive after the vivuk because the Bratva wanted to get a message back to the Don, but he couldn’t stop the doubt consuming him as thoughts of ‘why me’ plagued his mind. (R.Goryachkovskiy)

W

WARAL - Physical and emotional distress experienced by men at war: [Sample sentence not available] (A.Minaya)

WHITE HEAT – Reaction in the distance where violence becomes so intense that it can lead to arrhythmia and in extreme cases, heart attack: As the soldier plunged his bayonet into the enemy he felt the White Heat caused by violence at such a close distance. (T.Harris)

WROKE – An oven where people who commit a crime are put and burned to death: Many years ago, people sentenced to death for murder or other crimes, would be placed in a wroke. (E.Falcon)

X

XANOR - Bladed weapon that has been already used by another person to kill someone. Often thought of as a cursed weapon: You sure you want to use that thing? you know what they say about xanors. (G.Charriez)

Y

YAPPLE - Poisonous fruit found on the shores of the Hudson River that causes words to be gibberish, leading to death within 24 hours: Jarod found a yapple on the bank of the river and was curious to try the rare fruit despite its fatal affects. (J.Lynch)

Z

ZLOPLINO - Necklace with pointy blades on it to wear as a choker: The new trend these days that teenagers are wearing are called chokers but people who love the experience of pain and death wear the Zloplino. (E.Falcon)

ZOOP: To kidnap: He got zooped by the mafia for a ransom. (N.Rashid)
**Miscellaneous Words Not Specifically Dealing with Violence**

**CAP** - Act or statement that misleads, hides the truth, or promotes a concept that is not the truth: Kylie and John were dating for five years on and off. John decided to call quits with Kylie because he disliked that Kylie *caps* just to make herself seem like a victim. (K.Perez)

**Chubster** - A person who is considered “chubby” or overweight: Hey, look at that *chubster* over there. (P.Villalobos)

**Cluff** - Avoid doing chores: When I saw my manager coming, I started to *cluff* around with the customers so she didn’t call my name. (E.Tutu)

**Kapu** - Having no real value; no good quality: Edwin needed batteries, and Samantha mentioned she had some, but they were dead. Edwin got upset and told Samantha that she was *kapu* and that her bringing up the dead batteries was *kapu*. (K.Perez)

**Neist** – Having a positive effect on others due to one’s behavior, development, and/or character: Kleo was a special kind of young lady. She was bold, outgoing, and had great leadership skills. Kleo is what you would call *neist*. (K.Perez)

**Resertatives** - Specially reserved food for officers of higher ranking (Warrant Officers and above): Don’t even look at the lieutenants *resertatives* or he’ll lay into you like no tomorrow. (G.Charriez)